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Part One 
Part One: Engaging your customers 

and clients using games   

I like to play, Jill!

What should we play?

I need help, Jill!

This is how The Founding Moms does it!

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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1.  Why are we using games and gamification? Don’t we just want to ask people to
       buy our stuff? 

 We want to say that and we are using the psychology of human motivation. What a 
 great way to do that through having fun. A lot of people have figured out you can get 
 through to who people are and what they want by using the structure of games for 
 engaging people. 

2. Why is this the first time I’ve heard of this? Does everyone do this? 

 We are really used to this and we don’t even know it. Your Walgreens points, rewards, the 
 competitive side, teamwork. It’s the customer wanting to win. 

3,  How does this not end up feeling like “she’s pulling one over on me?”

 Bad design is when we feel like we’re being duped. I’ve always stayed away from it, but 
 not anymore. Game on!

4.  What does this actually look like? What are the necessary building blocks? 

 The building blocks are really simple: Points, badges, and leader boards.

 Points: We use points to not only let people know they are doing well and engaged, 
 but also to tell the designer if it’s working. Points are kind of like clicks and buys. If 
 you’re designing an extra game you can see if it’s working if they’re scoring points. 

5. Is this going to cost a lot of money? How do I set this up? 

 No, I use this all of the time. It’s a matter of being creative. You have to design an  
 experience. 

 Like most entrepreneur projects, you can make it low budget. You can hand out tickets at 
 an event that people earn points for. If you’re designing an entire website, your costs will 
 be greater.

 Badges – nominal reward for earning accomplishments. 

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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Tip: Give people badges for everything. 
 Digital or paper or literal. Girl Scouts get actual badges. When you do something five 
 times you get a badge. You usually want to come up with a name or title to make it fun 
 and playful and on brand. You can also do digital. You can us Mozilla’s open badging
 system. 

 Leaderboards – this is the most tricky to use but we can definitely show people how  
 well they are doing I the system. We want to show people they are doing well, you’re in 
 second place. This can backfire if you see you’re number 98 out of 100 – I might quit! 
 Instead, you have to find a way to show them something motivating. Maybe you could 
 say you’re in tier 3, find ways to be supportive. 

 I’m thinking of fantasy football. Final Four, rankings, office pools, who can walk the most 
 steps, raise the most money, these are all leader boards. 

 These are all low budget. You can go high if you want to. 

 You can test beta and alpha versions. Maybe they get entered into a drawing for visiting 
 your website. You want to test it out to see if you can get five people to do it. 

6. Do you recommend using Facebook or online social media to test it? I would test it in 
 any group you have. You can ask if people like it. 

 Find rewards that don’t cost anything. How can you reward people without actually  
 giving them a thing? Ask what people want. Maybe they want time with their manager, 
 what would be a great reward for you? Test it out! 
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Part two 
The Four Player Types 

There are four types, Jill!

Which one am I?

Teach me, Jill!

this is how the founding moms does it!

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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We need to play some games with our customers and clients but who is our market in 
order for us to play these games. You guys know because you need to know whom you’re 
selling to. 

Is it different for gamification? 

We have a new way to look at our target market through the eye of gamification. Let’s talk 
about The Four Player Types from Bartle’s Taxonomy of Players– each type has different 
motivations for winning the game. 

1. Achievers
These people want to win the game. They want to get all the points. 

2. Explorers
They like to test boundaries and test new stuff. They don’t care about points. They will come 
up with the most out-of-the-box idea. They don’t like to follow the path. They run to the 
edge of the map. Submit a new design. They will stop playing if you don’t give them new 
stuff. They find everything that’s broken too! 

3. Influencers
They are called killers! They want to affect other players. Here’s the good news. They can be 
harnessed for good or bad. They can be healers or captains. They want to mess around with 
other players. A lot of times they have more resources. Try to give them a good channel/
outlet for them. 

4. Socializers
They want to be there for the fun of being around other people. They are there because 
other people are there. They want to know whose coming. They talk the whole time. If 
we want them to have a good time we have to reward them for socializing. If you are 
rewarding them, how are they helping the game? Let them organize the party. They might 
know better than you what the players want. They’ll be tapped into the interconnectedness 
of your system. 

We assume every one of our customers falls under one of these types so if we are designing 
a good experience we should design for all four of them. It’s not complicated but it takes 
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some thought and intention. 

What if my market isn’t interested in games at all? 

Something is for everyone. It’s not always a game like playing cards or dice. The definition 
for gamification is the application of typical elements of game playing (e.g., point scoring, 
competition with others, rules of play) to other areas of activity, typically as an online 
marketing technique to encourage engagement with a product or service.

It’s a progress marker for your target audience.

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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Part three 
How do we design something 

that’s fun?

Jill, this is exciting!

I’m in it!

Let’s talk games!

this is how the founding moms does it!

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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It’s time to talk about fun! 

The gamification of this whole thing – we’re now wanting our target market to have fun. 

1. How do we design something that’s fun if we run an accounting firm, or a legal firm 
 or I design stuff and customers don’t think of it as fun because they have to pay me 
 money?

 My first thought, get out there and play some games. Have a game night, play some 
 games, take some notes and see what feels good. 

2. Am I supposed to pretend I’m my customer? 

 You participate and determine what moments were the most enjoyable. 

 These things are typically chance and the unknown. This is why dice are so great. 

 Remember Yummy Rummy that Grubhub used to do? You could flip a card and possibly 
 win free food. You would not know if you would get it or not. 

 This is why the lottery and gambling works. Is because maybe they’re a chance. 

 There are no hard rewards in Pokemon go but the chance keeps people playing. The 
 moment of finding out what you got is more important than actually getting the thing. 

 Rather than handing out rewards to everyone, do if for some people and encourage 
 participation. 

 Go play a game this weekend and determine what was fun. We like to roll dice, spin  
 wheels. People also like secret identities – I’d love to hear more ways to do this. Offering 
 secret moments to tell more of who you are. Kind of like secret Santa. If your clientele 
 are small enough you can pair off or set up secret assignments and rolls. 

3. Can you give us some examples of what works for service based or product based  
 companies?

 Major companies are doing this. We are used to our frequent flier miles, gym rewards, 
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and the expanding wearable industry. The grocery store does coupons. 

4. How can we translate this down to what we’re doing?
 
 I had someone I taught tell me that he is rewarding himself points for sales calls. He 
 gets a few points for making a call, more points for getting a lead. He’s just providing 
 himself extrinsic motivation. We all need this to reward ourselves when we get our 
 work done! 

 I want students to submit great questions for our speakers so they earn points for 
 turning in questions and they received more points if the speaker chooses to use and 
 answer them. 

 Already I want to do more work. The rewarding is public. The rewards also vary to tie 
 into the four player types we talked about before so that they all want to participate. 

 Think of Employee of the month, you can show off in your social media, the gold star 
 system works. People want the star. 

 Whoever has power and gives it to someone else. This is to help people be sticky enough 
 and that they keep coming back. 

 One of my favorite examples of gamification is a city in Europe they did an idea stock 
 market. They gave a portal for submitting ideas and people got stock market money 
 points and then people could vote up the best ideas with their points. Then they could 
 take the good ideas and then they gave out rewards to those ideas that made it to the 
 top. So then they paid out the points to reengage back into the system. 

 If you can think of games you’re going to test out come into the FMC forum so we can 
 find out what works and what doesn’t. 

Thanks for playing!! 

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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game my business
List one to three ways you could try out gaming for your business.

How can I use Points?

How can I use Badges? 

How can I use Leaderboards?

Bonus Round!
Roll the dice! Earn points for yourself! List the rewards you love and how you’ll earn them! 

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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four player types
Here are the THREE things I’m going to accomplish in the next 24 hours.

Achievers: Those who want to win the game.

Explorers: Those that test new ideas. 

Influencers: Those that want to affect other players.

Socializers: Those that are there for the fun of being around others.

People I know that fit this category:

People I know that fit this category:

People I know that fit this category:

People I know that fit this category:

Things they like that I could turn into a game: 

Things they like that I could turn into a game: 

Things they like that I could turn into a game: 

Things they like that I could turn into a game: 

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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game night observations
Games Played:

Notes:

https://foundingmoms.com/fmc/forum
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reflect and share with jill

share your thoughts at www.foundingmoms.com/forum

http://foundingmoms.com/forum
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SPREAD THE WORd: tweet it!

#1: Loved #theFMC video course on #business #gamification! Have you 
 seen it? http://www.foundingmoms.com/signup  
 Link shortcut: http://ctt.ec/8rKv_

#2: Hey #FoundingMoms, how do create #games for your #customers or 
 #clients? Share it with me! #theFMC 

 link shortcut: http://ctt.ec/38voW

#3: Wanna know about creating games for your #customers? Check out
 #theFMC’s course #16

 link shortcut: http://ctt.ec/YZs7q
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